
Philip P. Pan’s Out of Mao’s Shadow is

a parable of talent gone to waste. Pan

introduces us to Cheng Yizhong, who

created China’s first fully marketized

newspaper, the Southern Metropolitan

Daily, in 1997. The newspaper, which

brought Chinese readers hard-hitting,

high-quality news reporting and

innovative feature sections on every-

thing from cars to real estate, was an

instant hit. It turned its first profit in

1999 and soon became a widely-emu-

lated model for media entrepreneurs

nationwide.

Yet Cheng’s success was not enough to

insulate him from serious trouble. In

early 2003, Cheng found himself run-

ning afoul of local authorities over his

paper’s coverage of the government’s

inept handling of the outbreak of

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

(SARS). A few months later, Cheng’s

decision to publish a harrowing

account of police brutality in

Guangzhou—a story that led to the repeal of a notori-

ous decades-old administrative detention system

known as shourong qiansong (“custody and repatria-

tion”收容遣送)—earned him a spot on the govern-

ment’s enemies list. In March 2004, Cheng was detained

on allegations of corruption. His detention was seen by

many as politically-motivated payback for his paper’s

hard-edged reporting. Although he was eventually

released, Cheng’s marvelous creation was taken away

from him. He now spends his days ducking the spot-

light and editing a local sports magazine.

Barefoot lawyer and disability rights activist Chen

Guangcheng is another case in point. Blind from an

early age, Chen seems to have willed himself to over-

come the formidable obstacles set before him, including

not only his own disability but also his background as a

poor peasant from rural Shandong

province. After winning a widely-pub-

licized case securing free access to the

Beijing subway for handicapped per-

sons, Chen was besieged with requests

for help from local villagers on any

number of egregious injustices. Ignor-

ing advice from friends impressed by

his courage but fearing for his safety,

Chen took on several cases certain to

rankle the authorities. In the nearby

city of Linyi, Chen challenged local

officials to end their abusive enforce-

ment of the one-child policy. It

proved to be a costly decision.

For his efforts on behalf of the poor

and the dispossessed in his home

county, Chen was arrested on the

streets of Beijing in September 2005.

He was dealt a much harsher penalty

than Cheng Yizhong: after a brief trial

in August 2006, Chen was sentenced

to more than four years in prison for

“damaging property and organizing a

mob to disturb traffic.”1

Other examples abound: SARS doctor Jiang Yanyong

was taken into custody for several weeks after he wrote

a letter to senior officials urging the government to

reconsider its verdict on the Tiananmen Square

protests. Accidental labor activist Xiao Yunliang was

sentenced to four years in jail for organizing protests

against corruption and job losses at his former factory

in northeastern Liaoning province. Their stories, beau-

tifully rendered by Pan, illustrate a paradox that the

Chinese government has yet to resolve: the problems

that China currently faces can’t be meaningfully

addressed without the help of committed individuals

and the ever growing number of civil society groups.

Yet the government is often fearful of those who have

the most to give.
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mentation of strategic approaches is what most wei-

quan lawyers are focused on.

Instead, the largest challenge confronting the weiquan

movement—still very much in the early stages of devel-

opment and very vulnerable—is external. Over the past

few years, China has seen the rise of tactics once consid-

ered unthinkable in the Chinese context: the use of state

violence to curb the activities of activists, journalists,

lawyers, and other troublemakers.3 In the past, govern-

ments would limit themselves to the threat and promise

of jail terms to control would-be activists. Yet the

lawyers who made their way to Linyi to defend Chen

Guangcheng in 2006 were beaten by thugs apparently

hired by the local government. In September 2007,

rights lawyer Li Heping was kidnapped and beaten by a

group of unidentified men.4 Although Li’s assailants did

not make clear the reasons for their attack, it is believed

that the beating was tied to Li’s human rights work.

Ironically, some have traced this deeply troubling trend

of violence against lawyers to the weiquan movement

itself: as human rights lawyers have taken an interest in

cases far from Beijing, local governments, unused to

being challenged on their home turf, have been forced

to respond. Many local officials cannot abide having

their authority questioned. They react to these interlop-

ers just as they handle unruly behavior by local peas-

ants: with force. For other officials, a more complex

calculus may be in effect: given the prominence that

many weiquan lawyers enjoy, any arrest will bring with

it a chain of unwanted phone calls from nervous central

government officials. Using hired thugs to kidnap and

beat a lawyer may not, perhaps, generate a similar

response, in part because the government’s hand is par-

tially hidden.5 How can Beijing—or Washington or

Brussels—call to complain when no one knows which

government official was ultimately responsible?

Many of the weiquan lawyers I spoke to—none of them

strangers to oppressive government behavior—still had

the capacity to express shock and surprise, and even

disappointment, over the use of violence by govern-

ment actors. This reaction is indicative of the faith that

Chinese human rights activists have in their country,

and the government’s ability to, over time, live up to the

promises that it has made. It is in the best interest of
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Any country would be lucky to have a journalist as cre-

ative and innovative as Cheng Yizhong, or a grassroots

activist as brave and committed as Chen Guangcheng.

The success of social movements rests in no small part

on the willingness of individual citizens to put aside

what are often more lucrative and less risky career

options for the sake of the issues they care about.

Out of Mao’s Shadow is also about the choice between

pragmatism and moral purity. Does it make more

sense to push for change while carefully avoiding arrest

and imprisonment, or must one make a moral state-

ment in the face of injustice, regardless of cost? When

do moral statements cause a backlash that might be

counter-productive to the goals of the movement? And

if pragmatism delivers diminishing returns—as with

the defense of Chen Guangcheng—then why choose

that approach?

During 2005 and 2006, many of the top human rights

activists—most of whom are part of the loosely-affili-

ated group of so-called weiquan, or rights defense,

lawyers—were drawn into the debate. It is true that, for

a time, the conversation generated more heat than light:

I remember interviewing a prominent weiquan lawyer

in a Beijing coffeehouse as that debate was going on,

and his anger over what he viewed as both mistaken

and harmful moves by those on the moralist side was

evident. His voice shook as he named the names of

those who were, to his mind, doing much harm and lit-

tle good.

Yet the passage of time has healed many of the small

wounds inflicted then. And here Pan makes a rare error

in his analysis: he suggests toward the end of the book

that the weiquan movement, driven by factional dis-

putes over long-term strategy and short-term tactics,

will have difficulty in maintaining any influence. “The

lawyers who rallied to defend (Chen Guangcheng) are a

demoralized and divided bunch, and the greater wei-

quan movement is foundering and on the verge of col-

lapse,” Pan concludes.2 This may have been the case

when Pan was putting the finishing touches on his book

manuscript, but the factional divisions that cut deep

divisions in the weiquan movement, though by no

means completely vanished, have dissipated. Pragma-

tism is the name of the game, for now, and the imple-
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tionships with both officials in the municipal govern-

ment and inside Zhongnanhai—the Beijing residential

complex that houses the highest-level Communist

Party leaders—were crucial to her stratospheric success.

Entrepreneurs who, like Chen, made their fortunes in

part through government connections, will almost cer-

tainly not turn around and bite the hand that fed them.

According to Pan:

. . . those counting on the capitalists to lead the charge

for democratization in China are likely to be disap-

pointed. China’s emerging business elite is a diverse

and disparate bunch, and for every entrepreneur who

would embrace political reform, there are others who

support and depend on the authoritarian system, who

believe in one-party rule and owe their success to it.

Chen Lihua fits in this latter category, and her story is

a reminder that those with the most wealth—and thus

the most resources to devote either to maintaining the

status quo or promoting change—are also the most

likely to be in bed with the party.6

So count out China’s new rich. And, by extension, most

government officials, many of whom are more inter-

ested in lining their pockets than pursuing liberal

reforms. It seems almost certain that, for the next few

years at least, progressive change in China will be more

of a bottom-up process than a top-down one. More

often than not, the government will not initiate, it will

react. That means that the activism and professionalism

of the lawyers, journalists, and others profiled in Pan’s

book will become even more important.What they are

able to accomplish will play a significant role in deter-

mining the course of change in China over the next sev-

eral years.

Pan’s Out of Mao’s Shadow is, without a doubt, one of

the best journalistic portraits of China to come along in

some time. It edges out even some of my longtime

favorites, including Ian Johnson’s Wild Grass: Three Por-

traits of Change in Modern China and Nicholas Kristof

and Sheryl WuDunn’s China Wakes: The Struggle for the

Soul of a Rising Power. What makes the book so com-

pelling is its combination of rich, on-the-ground

reporting, and hard-edged analysis of China’s present

status and future course. As China enters a period of

economic uncertainty, the questions raised by Pan will

senior government officials to take steps to preserve

that faith, that long-term optimism, among its most

rigorous critics. If the current willingness to engage

were replaced by a lingering cynicism or even

defeatism, it would have negative consequences that

would spread far beyond Beijing.

One would hope that, at some point, the central gov-

ernment would realize that the activists and individual

citizens profiled in Pan’s book are in fact serving soci-

ety, and, in doing so, serving the government’s interest

in preserving social harmony through social justice.

While government officials may wonder whether non-

governmental organizations, a marketized press, and a

small but dedicated troupe of human rights lawyers

aren’t more trouble than they are worth, they might

well ask themselves a very difficult question: what

would China look like without these nascent and still

very fragile institutions and groups? Might it not look

uncomfortably like Burma or North Korea? Surely

most Chinese officials—their occasional and likely

unreachable dreams of a Singapore writ large notwith-

standing—would rather see their country evolve in the

direction of South Korea or Taiwan? If so, then the

government should take steps to increase the political

space available to those who are trying to engage in

constructive evolutionary change within the system.

Reading Pan’s book, it is difficult not to nod one’s head

in agreement over Pan’s suggestion that it is not the rich

who will push China to change. One of Pan’s most fasci-

nating profiles in the book is of real estate magnate and

property developer Chen Lihua, the chubby, 59-year-old

woman who learned how to play the game of charming

officials and crushing the protests of urban residents

who were forced to relocate so that Beijing could be

remade. The sums of money to be had from metamor-

phosing Beijing from what was one of the world’s most

beautiful cities into one of its least compelling capitals

are enough to make a reader’s head spin. One scholar

estimated that Beijing-based developers like Chen,

working hand in glove with government officials,

walked away with more than $17 billion in ill-gotten

gains during the 1990s. The same story played out in city

after city across China.

Pan makes clear that Chen’s careful cultivation of rela-
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If you really want to know why your

DVD player costs just US $30 and that

t-shirt retails at under US $3, you

should read The China Price: The True

Cost of Chinese Competitive

Advantage, by former Financial Times

journalist Alexandra Harney.

Ms. Harney has written a detailed and

precisely structured guidebook for

American consumers, which reveals

the real cost—low wages, hazardous

working conditions and environmen-

tal degradation—of the products that

line the shelves of Wal-Mart and just

about every other retail outlet in the

United States. The book blends

macroeconomic and geopolitical

analysis with touching profiles of

ordinary Chinese workers and labor

activists to create a comprehensive

and accessible picture of life in

China’s factories, and asks how long

this situation can last.

During her research for this book, Ms. Harney inter-

viewed individual migrant workers, representatives of

workers’ rights centers, and corporate social responsi-

bility (CSR) managers throughout China. The result is

a well-balanced and grittily realistic account, not only

of the problems Chinese workers face in dealing with

employers hell-bent on increasing

profits at any social cost, but also of

how workers nowadays are starting to

stand up for their rights—both indi-

vidually and collectively.

She notes, for example, how migrant

workers, particularly the second gen-

eration of migrant workers now

entering the workforce, are far more

aware of their legal rights than before,

and are now insisting that employers

respect them. The book profiles a

young labor activist who lost his hand

soon after beginning work at a plastics

factory and went on to become a self-

taught legal aid worker dedicated to

helping other victims of work-related

injury and illness. It also cites the case

of Deng Wenping, a victim of the sili-

cosis1 epidemic in the gemstone

industry, to illustrate both the health

hazards faced by China’s workers and

the determination of those workers to

seek redress for workplace-related

injuries and illnesses.

Deng, as a gem grinder in the Hong Kong-owned Per-

fect Gem factory in Huizhou, Guangdong Province,

first contracted the deadly illness in 2002 because there

were no ventilation or air-extraction facilities in his
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become all the more urgent, the potential pitfalls he

points out all the more dangerous. His book should be

required reading for those looking to better understand

the challenges that China faces as it attempts to navi-

gate its way through what will almost certainly be very

trying times.
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